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“The formula for chronic pain doesn’t exist; it has to be created one person at a time”

CHAPTER 1
What is Chronic Pain?
Chronic pain is the presence of persistent pain for 2 months or longer, even in the
absence of physical injury. You can take a pill or get that steroid shot for acute pain (the
normal pain you get when something is injured or inflamed). But pills and shots don’t
work very well for chronic pain.
This is, by definition, “chronic pain”: It persists, despite the drugs, the shots, the
painful exercises…
Most people get back to normal after pain following an injury or operation. But
sometimes the pain carries on for longer or comes on without any history of an injury or
operation.
It stops you from doing—never mind the fun things you love to do—even the normal,
basic things like getting dressed or pushing a door open. Activities and movements
that should not hurt at all…you now have to do differently, because it hurts for no
apparent reason.
Even if you did have an injury or a surgery—why does it still hurt months later, after it’s
had more than enough time to heal? Maybe you’ve started wondering if it even healed
at all. I can tell you from lots of experience that many people have pain after an injury
has fully healed. I think it’s safe to say that this is just not normal. However, it is
extremely common.
The degree and intensity of pain is not always equal to the amount of “tissue
injury”.
It is likely that you fall into one of these three situations—
1.Pain with no tissue injury, or an injury that has healed
2.Pain with continuing tissue injury
3.Tissue injury without pain
Do you have chronic or persistent pain that carries on for longer than 12 weeks
despite medication or treatment?
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Let me share with you an observation that has repeated itself so many times over the
years, that I simply can’t ignore it:
Doctors, as well as patients, seem to be under the impression that the worse the pain
is, the more drastic the measures that need to be taken.
Quite often, this is just not true; it’s only a belief. I suppose it’s human nature, and yes,
if something is broken or torn, some immediate and drastic measures do need to be
taken. That’s just common sense.
But what about chronic pain? What if 80% of the pain is being generated from a place
other than where it’s felt?
Here is where treating the “area of pain” only keeps you stuck in that cycle of neverending pain.
Here’s another extremely common misconception (I’m not the only one who has
observed this):
“Wherever it looks bad on an MRI is where the pain is coming from”.
Yes, sometimes this is true. But where pain is chronic, this is rarely true, and it can lead
a person down the wrong path, to “overkill” types of treatments that are expensive and
ineffective in the long run.
I’ll show you some results of studies (see next page) that were done in the past few
years, where people had “bad” stuff show up on MRI scans, yet had no symptoms:
Overall shoulder abnormalities in 51 men aged 40-70…96% of them with no
symptoms!
Spinal (lower back in this case) disc degeneration in 3,110 people…37% to 96% of
them with no symptoms!
What’s interesting here is that the 80-year-olds with the most worn-out spines had the
least symptoms. Makes you wonder, doesn’t it?
When someone tells me that their doctor gave them a totally pessimistic, doom &
gloom prognosis because their MRI showed “degenerative arthritis” in the spine, my
answer is usually: ”So, what?...it doesn’t mean you have to hurt all the time.” I’ve found
this to be very true, over and over again.
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And the point? How bad your pain is can have little or nothing to do with the amount
of physical damage.
So…what you’re trying to tell me is that the pain is all in my head?!
No! Not at all. It’s very real; it’s just not coming from where you think it’s coming from.
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CHAPTER 2
Why Conventional Treatments Like Drugs and Painful Exercises Don’t Work
Conventional treatments and therapies work remarkably well for acute pain. That’s
because there is actually something damaged and inflamed. In chronic pain however,
at least 80% of the pain you feel is NOT happening at the area you think it’s coming
from. Neurologically speaking, chronic pain is a completely different animal. For this
reason, it has to be treated differently. Focusing all treatment on the “area that hurts”
becomes a waste of time and only leads to frustration.
After learning some rather odd & unconventional things on how pain works, I started
embracing the idea that by working on the painful area indirectly and NOT treating it
where it hurts would work (at first).
Fix it Someplace Else, not Where it Hurts. Focusing all treatment or exercises on the
“pain-spot” can stop progress or even make it worse.
Why do so many conventional “chronic pain” treatments fail?
1.Not allowing enough time for the process of re-mapping (and it is a process).
2.Most treatments are for acute pain (as in a new injury) but are being applied to
the wrong problem.
3.Doing painful “rehab” exercises, which only make chronic pain last longer.
4.Conventional treatments tend to fail because they usually are directed to the
perceived body area that hurts.
5.Many drugs used for pain have serious side effects and can’t be directed to a
specific area of the body. The over-prescription and over-use of opioid drugs has
created a public health disaster, due to their harmful effects and an addiction
epidemic.

In chronic pain, a lot of the pain signals you get are just “noise” that normally is filtered
out by the brain. Your brain’s normal perception “map” of your body has become
distorted and inaccurate, because you haven’t been able to move normally for such a
long time.
Re-mapping and normal pain signaling simply can’t be accomplished with drugs,
because they can’t be directed to a specific place in the body or brain.
Conventional treatments also fail because they don’t really address this:
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The Pain Neuromatrix

There’s no need to memorize this or even read the whole thing. Just understand that
there is a whole lot going on when it comes to how we process pain.

Did You Know?
¬Taking the correct drug for the correct diagnosis in the correct dose will kill about 106,000
Americans per year, making it the 4th most common cause of death in the U.S. (Journal of the
American Medical Association, 1998)

¬1000 capsules of Tylenol in a lifetime doubles the risk of end-stage kidney disease. (New England
journal of Medicine, 1994)

¬Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs for rheumatoid and/or osteoarthritis conservatively cause
16,500 Americans to bleed to death each year, making that the 15th most common cause of death in
the U.S. (New England Journal of Medicine, 1999)

¬Glutamate and aspartame (from MSG and artificial sweeteners) can cause chronic pain
sensitization and removing them from the diet for 4 consecutive months can eliminate all chronic
pain symptoms. (Annals of Pharmacotherapy, 2002)

¬Chiropractic spinal adjusting has been shown to be better than 5 times more effective than the
NSAID pain drugs Celebrex and Vioxx in the treatment of chronic neck and low back pain. (Spine,
2003)

¬In patients suffering from chronic pain subsequent to degenerative spinal disease (arthritis), 59%
can eliminate the need for pain drugs by consuming adequate levels of omega-3 essential fatty acids
(from fish oil). (Surgical Neurology, 2006)
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¬Those who consumed the highest amounts of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory pain drugs
increased their risk of dementia, including Alzheimer’s dementia, by 66%. (Neurology, 2009)

¬According to a study presented to The American Association for Cancer Research in 2005,
“The NSAID (non-steroidal anti-inflammatories) users were dying at twice the rate of the others
from heart related problems.”
“Risk was highest among ibuprofen users who were nearly three times more likely to die of
cardiovascular disease than non NSAID users.”

There are hundreds, if not thousands of safe alternatives that you probably have never
been told about. The next page will show you some examples of what to use. However
I don’t consider the use of either an herbal, nutritional supplement, or drug to be
effective by itself, because they can’t be targeted specifically enough. So, for a
headache, How does the Tylenol know to go to your head? Or to the right brain only?
Well…I have news for you—it doesn’t know.
PainReverse is a 100% customized-for-you program that takes 8-12 weeks. It takes time
to find and correct errors, re-map the painful area, and make it stick. But, unlike
conventional “band-aids”, it lasts.
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Natural Pain Control
For sprains, strains, muscle & joint inquiries, scar tissue:
Intenzyme Forte (contains bromelain & other enzymes)
4-6 tablets, 2-4 times/day, on empty stomach
(best to take 8-10 for the first dose)
For arthritis, chronic pain, fibromyalgia, or any condition with generalized inflammation:
Bio-Omega-1000
3-6 capsules per day
Bio-DK Caps
1per day
KappArest (contains turmeric, green tea extract, resveratrol)
4 capsules per day
-orCurcumRx (contains turmeric)
2 per day

-or-

Bio-Allay (contains Devil’s Claw, White Willow Bark, Boswellia
4 capsules/day
All of the above can be ordered directly from Biotics Research 800-231-5777

Also important: avoid sugar, limit or eliminate dietary grains and cow’s milk, MSG,
aspartame/NutraSweet. If you have a blood sugar problem (insulin resistance or
diabetes), get it under control. Your body chemistry may be contributing to pain and
keeping you inflamed.
Get adjusted periodically—this is how you maximize your nervous system’s pain-control
mechanism.
We usually do not recommend products that can be found in stores—many of these do
not necessarily contain what their label claims. We use only pharmaceutical-grade
formulas, because these companies are held accountable to the FDA, so that we can
be sure that the product actually has what the label says it contains.
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If I feel pain in my knee, isn’t that where it’s coming from?
Pain is ALWAYS in the brain. No exceptions.
There is pain that is normal, and there is pain that is not normal.
To give you an example: You sprain your knee, it swells up and becomes very sensitive.
There is damage, so now your brain gets the message about what’s going on, because
(fortunately) there are nerves and pain chemicals that reach your brain’s map of your
knee.
The source of the problem has been localized to the knee, but the pain signal is
actually perceived in the brain. This is normal and appropriate pain signaling; it’s meant
to protect you from further harm.
This pain signaling also is the beginning of the healing process. It sets off inflammation,
which is step #1 of the injury beginning to heal. This is where I usually say “don’t take
anti-inflammatory drugs (or herbs) for the first few days. Don’t use ice either. Unless the
pain is just unbearable.”
This, I know, is total blasphemy to a lot of people. However, if you start out impairing
the healing process from the very beginning, it does take a lot longer to heal.
Everyone, even in 2022, still uses the same protocol—ice & Ibuprofen. It’s very
outdated, and in the real world, it works poorly. Just an old theory that turned out not
to hold much water.
So…the less you get in the way, the better you heal. I have learned through my own
injuries that this philosophy of “strategic non-interference” works really well. I’ve also
had to learn this, not only through observing thousands of other people’s responses,
but through personal experience of having been ill for many years (not any more).
The juicy experience of success (in getting out of pain or illness) comes from these
three things:
1-Finding and fixing what’s getting in the way of one’s own healing process.
2-Avoiding doing things that get in the way.
3-Being willing to work with your body, mind, and cycles of nature…not against them.
It’s not a war, there’s nothing to kill. It’s Life.
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Sometimes a river gets blocked by fallen trees and boulders after a big storm. Then we
have to clear all of that debris, and once we do…the river just flows spontaneously.
Our bodies work in much the same way.
Now, let’s get back to the pain-brain thing. I’ve given you an example of acute pain,
normal pain signaling, that’s felt in the brain. So…what happens with abnormal pain
signaling?
This is where pain is still happening in the brain, but without the knee being damaged.
It’s already mostly or fully healed. But the pain wheel just keeps on spinning, all by
itself, because the switch is stuck in the “on” position.
In your brain’s map, the location registers as “the right knee”, but now everything is
mis-wired to where even a slight movement or touch sets off a sensation of pain.
Instead of movement of the knee, spinal joint, etc. being perceived as movement, it’s
perceived as pain. Or light pressure into a muscle around the knee, instead of it
registering in the brain as pressure, it is felt as as burning pain. This is what chronic pain
is. It happens even if there is no damage or injury to the area.
Making normal signaling happen, where movement feels like movement and stretch
feels like stretch is the key to success in getting rid of chronic pain. This process is
called “re-mapping”.
The brain has a sensory map of the entire body. This is our GPS that enables us to keep
track of every movement and body position, at any given moment, without having to
think about it. Most of the body information comes from joints, muscles, skin, tendons,
etc. and does not all reach conscious awareness. When this map becomes distorted
from lack of normal movement, normal sensations like touch, stretch, pressure,
movement…can be perceived as burning or even shooting pain, whether there is injury
or not.
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CHAPTER 3

Reuniting your Virtual Body with your Physical Body
Wow, that’s a pretty esoteric concept. A little “out there”, perhaps. However, if you
happen to observe enough cause & effect relationships in a clinical setting, you might
agree that this is reality.
The Virtual Body

Virtual

Disconnect between the two,
causing abnormal pain perception

Re-Mapping

Here’s why conventional treatments for chronic pain almost always fail:
The healthcare delivery system is still stuck in treating the area that hurts. It’s a waste of
time and money. There has to be a better way, there are better ways available, and
we’re never done with the search for a better way.
The longer you have a painful condition, the more time and energy your body ties up
trying to adapt and compensate. After even a few months, the real problem can be
buried and hidden under so many layers of compensation that it’s hard to even find it.
We can’t fix it if we can’t find it. It takes time to strip away layers of compensation and
adaptation, to get to what actually needs to be fixed.
It’s a lot like the memory in your computer’s hard drive being used up, making your
computer slow and unresponsive. As soon as you download or open just one more
file…it freezes or crashes. In essence, what we do is clean human computer hard drives,
so that healing can happen more spontaneously. But rather than calling it RAM in your
hard drive, we call it…Adaptive Reserve.
Here’s another way of looking at this:
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Your body is so busy compensating, has run out of tricks, and there are no longer
enough resources left to keep all systems running properly. What we do with
PainReverse is simply…drain the bucket, and restore this adaptive reserve.
Have you ever heard of someone experiencing a trauma, maybe they were smacked
from behind in their car…and mysteriously developed some unexpected condition like
Parkinson’s disease or rheumatoid arthritis a couple of months later? This does happen.
And it’s not because rear-end collisions cause Parkinson’s. It’s because there was trauma
or stress added to a full bucket.
Oh, speaking of stressors…it’s also really important to know what our #1, constant and
pervasive stressor is (this applies to everyone):
Gravity. Funny how we hardly notice it; it’s not much of a problem, until our buckets
are so full that even the normal pull of gravity on our bodies becomes an annoying
pain problem, or balance problem, or even anxiety.
The more reserve you have, the healthier and more resilient you become. It’s really
important to “preserve the reserve”, because when this adaptive reserve is low, aging
is accelerated, wear and tear is accelerated, healing is slow, energy is depleted, etc.
Each time we work on your system, we have an opportunity to find and eliminate
compensations you no longer need, so that your body has more resources free to do
the important stuff.
Every adjustment, every x, every acupuncture session…
amounts to another 2 or 3 megabytes of memory freed up for your own cells to use for
essential business.

fi
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CHAPTER 4
Pain vs. Nociception
Now, bear with me while we cover some of the technical stuff. Here’s an interesting fact
about chronic pain:

Chronic pain is the presence of persistent pain for 2 months or longer, even in the
absence of physical injury. You can take a pill or get that steroid shot for acute pain (the
normal pain you get when something is injured or inflamed). But pills and shots don’t
work very well for chronic pain.
In chronic pain, the pain is no longer being generated from the injured area; it is being
processed inaccurately further “upstairs” in the spinal cord and brain. The brain’s GPS
or “virtual body” becomes distorted and you no longer perceive your own body
accurately. This is called an error signal.
With acute pain, the source of pain is perceived to be at the site of injury or infection,
in order to protect you from further injury. Pain nerves are sending “damage data” from
the injured area. It is appropriate and normal to feel pain as soon as something is
injured or damaged.
With chronic pain, the pain source is being registered in the brain’s body map as the
location of the original injury. However, at this point, there is little to no damage, or the
injured area that has healed or scarred over should now be safe to move or touch, but
a threat signal (pain) keeps us from doing so. This is because the majority of pain
signaling is coming from circuits in the spinal cord and brain, NOT from the injured
area. At least not all of it.
So…pain is what we consciously perceive—the entire range of pain sensations coming
from some area. The intensity and source may not always be registered accurately.
There may not even be a physical source. Nociception is the term for the way pain
nerves are stimulated to fire a pain signal to the spinal cord and brain, when there has
been damage or injury. Nociception is the detection of painful stimuli.
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Does the amount of pain you have reflect the amount of tissue damage or injury?
Not always—many chronic pain sufferers have little to no damage. The level of pain
experienced can be totally out of proportion to the degree of injury.
Pain signaling is very complex. It involves multiple networks in the brain and spinal cord
that make sense of movement, touch, stretch, and even emotional processing.
Why is chronic pain treatment a process? Can’t you fix it all at once? No, usually not.
Here’s why:
By the time your pain has been around for a few months, we’re now competing with
pain signaling gone haywire. We’re up against an extremely efficient and rapidly
sprouting network of pain nerves (as well as the pain chemicals they send out). Painfiring nerves in spinal cord and brain will sprout thousands of new connections, making
pain signals much more efficient than normal.

A vicious cycle is created…pain causing abnormal movement,
abnormal movement causing pain.
The PainReverse Blueprint breaks this cycle. It is an innovative system that targets
many areas of the Pain Neuro-matrix, where pain signals are processed. We literally rewire your brain’s map of your body, so that you can move normally without pain.
We do this with a unique sequence of creatively-layered treatments that re-map your
“virtual body”, to get it back in sync with your physical body. This is how we stop the
cycle of pain causing abnormal movement/abnormal movement causing pain.
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CHAPTER 5
Fixing Pain, Step 1: Recalibrate & Re-Wire

First, we need to correct the errors in left/right
perception, eye-head-neck position, and
remove the threat

By dealing with the constant sense of threat, we begin to see that it no longer feels
unsafe to move into the painful position or touch the painful area.
Believe it or not, when someone is in pain for a long time, they can no longer
accurately perceive the left from the right. The virtual body map becomes “smudged”.
Even though one can see the foot, arm, etc. and call it a “left” or a “right”, the
automatic, subconscious perception can be way off. This leads to abnormal movement.
Any distortion in one’s own perception of head & body position has to be corrected as
well, as these errors in the system can generate a pain signal. When we lose the
accuracy and timing of our reflex eye movements, we end up with abnormal movement
(anywhere) and are set up for re-injury.
We all have a GPS map in the brain that keeps a constant, moment-to-moment reading
of what the physical body is doing. It’s called “position sense”. There are three sources
of vital information that the brain relies on for appropriate movement, balance, vision,
and sensation:
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1-Information from the eyes (visual world)
2- Movement and stretch information from the neck, spine, and all muscles, skin, joints,
and fascia
3-Head position and movement information, from the inner ear
This is a completely automated system that runs in the background. Can you imagine
having to think about and keep track of every single joint and muscle? It would be
exhausting.
All three of these bits of data should hit the central computer saying the same thing.
Everyone should be on the same page. When it stops working properly, what
happens?
Fatigue, pain, dizziness or unsteadiness, falling, frequent injuries like muscle tears and
ligament sprains, etc. In other words, the virtual body “map” is not in sync with the
actual position and movement of the physical body.
Let’s say your right elbow is bent and your head is turned to the left, but according to
your brain’s virtual body-map, your head is in neutral and your arm is straight. That can
be a problem. An injury waiting to happen, or a chronic pain situation that doesn’t
resolve. Not to mention depleted adaptive reserve.
If my eyes and inner ear are telling my brain that my head is in a neutral/straight
position, but the signals from my neck muscles are saying my head is turned to the left
and tilted backwards…I’ve got a problem. It’s going to be difficult and painful to move
my head in certain ways, because I would be automatically correcting for something
that isn’t even there. It’s a conflict in what we call “position sense”, or
“proprioception”. We have specific circuits in the brain that are wired for sorting out
errors in position sense, and sorting out the error often means stiffness, weakness, and
pain, to protect us from further injury.
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The PainReverse Blueprint
Step 1
Recalibrate & Re-Wire
Fix the Misperceptions:
Left/Right Error
Eye-Head-Neck Position
Remove the Threat

Step 2
Reflect & Re-Wire
Virtual
Body

Physical
Body

Fix the Misperceptions:
Reflection of Normal (Mirror Therapy)
Laser-Guided Movement

Step 3
Restore Movement
Isometrics in Pain-Free Range
Real & Pain-Free Active Movement
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CHAPTER 6
Fixing Pain, Step 2: Re ect & Re-Wire

Mirror Therapy has been around for a long time,
and was first used for phantom limb pain. It turns
out that mirror therapy can be used for chronic
pain, tremors, and many other problems. This
type of therapy gets the brain to start perceiving
the painful area as healthy and normal, thereby
“re-wiring” the brain’s distorted map of the
affected area. Mirror therapy was pioneered by
V.S. Ramachandran, MD and Sandra Blakeslee
(you can learn more about this in their book Phantoms in the Brain).

Laser-Guided Motion uses visual
feedback to correct position
errors. This strategy was
developed by physical therapist
Tal Blair.

Did you know that you can eliminate chronic pain without doing any invasive, painful,
or expensive procedures? This is how it can be done!

fl
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CHAPTER 7
Fixing Pain, Step 3: Restore Movement
(without putting the cart before the horse)

This is the best time to be doing rehab/physical therapy exercises to restore normal,
pain-free movement. Rather than suffer through exercises that are difficult and painful,
it’s more effective and more lasting to save this part for the end.
There are at least three reasons for this:
1-If the exercise or movement hurts, you keep turning on the threat/fear signal, which
gets you nowhere. It simply doesn’t feel safe and it doesn’t work very well.
2-By fixing the sensory perception errors in your system first, you end up with much
less work to do when it’s time to start strengthening and moving.
3. You become less likely to relapse or get re-injured.
So…we can progress from doing muscle activation without movement, to movement,
and then to movement against resistance. It’s not just for strengthening a muscle; it’s
also to facilitate better and more appropriate muscle firing patterns and gaining
stability in a previously injured area.
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CHAPTER 8
The Art of Layering

It takes multiple perspectives and multiple styles of medicine to figure out and fix these
very common issues. And it helps a little to know where to look. Most of the time, it’s
not coming from where it hurts.
Layering is a way to stack more than one modality, to have the effect of multiple types
of information being sent to the brain at one time. Here’s a short list of what we
typically use for layering:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chiropractic adjustments
Taping
Acupuncture
Laser
Mental imagery
Specific body/head position while doing the exercises
Mirror therapy
Sound & light, at specific frequencies
Vibration
Stretch
Soft tissue manipulation

To give you a real example of layering that I used a few years ago—
A patient who was recovering from a severe head injury from many years back could
not straighten her left leg without immediately feeling dizzy. I had asked her to start
strengthening her quad muscle after a recent hip replacement.
Since we wouldn’t want to keep doing an exercise that causes dizziness or more pain, I
applied some stretchy tape over her quad muscle on her thigh and had her contract
her opposite quad with the affected leg hidden behind a mirror as she watched the
reflection of the “good” side.
No dizziness. After she did this at home for a week or two (it takes lots of repetition),
her hip worked better, and she no longer has pain or dizziness every time she uses her
leg.
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With PainReverse, you’re actually getting is a unique fusion of multiple practitioners, all
in one—the functional neurologist, the chiropractor, the acupuncturist, and more. In
essence, the layering of different styles of natural medicine, all happening in one
session, in one place, to break the cycle of chronic pain.

PainReverse is a 100% customized-for-you program that takes 8-12 weeks. It takes time
to find and correct errors, re-map the painful area, and make it stick. But, unlike
conventional “band-aids”, it lasts.
You already possess a built-in tool box for chronic pain; all that’s needed is learning
how to tap into it.
Did I already mention this?
…Pain is ALWAYS in the brain. No exceptions.
You can take control of your pain, using what you already have!
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5 Questions about Chronic Pain
1-How has this pain interfered with your life, and what would be your dream outcome
regarding your condition?

2-Why haven’t you achieved your goal and what are you struggling with?

3-Have you been in pain for 90 days or longer? YES / NO
.
4-Do you believe that it is possible to out be of pain most of the time, even if there’s
evidence of structural damage? YES / NO
5-(For facial pain) Do you have pain on one side of your face only? Where else does it
go?

6-On a scale of 1-10, how committed are you to working on resolving your pain
situation?
(least)) 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 (most)
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